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Service Mandate

 Diversity Services is an McMaster Student Union (MSU) service, 
which purpose is to maintain a campus that celebrates, advocates, 
and ensures inclusivity and equity in areas including, but not limited 
to, race, ethnicity, culture, faith, and spirituality. 

	 The	MSU	defines	such	a	campus	as	a	safe	and	comfortable
 environment that includes a meaningful representation of people 
from a wide variety of backgrounds. A place where voices and 
contributions of all members are welcomed. Where there is respect 
for both assenting and dissenting opinions, and the needs of its 
members are met in a proactive fashion. Diversity Services 
recognizes that inequality exists both within the McMaster and global 
community, and works towards freeing the campus from these 
frameworks moving forward.
 

Structure

 Diversity Services is led by the Director and Assistant Director, 
who oversee all of the activities and initiatives held under the service. 
Bridges Coordinator is a paid position who is responsible for 
handling bookings and overseeing all the activities in Bridges Cafe. 

 The rest of the executive team consists of the Promotions 
Executive, the Research and Resources Coordinator, the Events 
Coordinator, the Social and Political Advocacy Coordinator, and the 
Indigenous Affairs Executive. The position of Indigenous Affairs 
Executive	has	not	yet	been	filled	for	this	year.	General	volunteers	for	
the service belong to one of two committees; the Community Events 
Committee, or the Social and Political Advocacy Committee.
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Role Overview
 Historically, there has been a high degree of collaboration be-
tween the Bridges coordinator and staff members of McMaster Hospi-
tality services. The agreement to work together on creating a venue, 
menu, and space that are catered to being inclusive was the beginning 
of a long-standing partnership. To date, the Bridges Coordinator is su-
pervised by the Diversity Services Director, with their role focusing on 
helping student groups facilitate events in bridges. Although they are 
still recommended to come to executive meetings, and participate in 
the hiring process of volunteers, the Bridges Coordinator has a rath-
er independent role as it does not intersect much with the events or 
advocacy of Diversity Services itself, nor do they require the support 
of volunteers. 

Management of the Bridges Space

 This role could easily be housed in other department to allow 
the MSU to maintain control over the space. The committee recom-
mends that the facilitation and management of Bridges event space 
is shifted to Avtek and Campus. The majority of the Bridges Coordi-
nator role is setting up and managing AvTek for external parties. Since 
AvTek staff are already trained on managing the sound equipment, 
this is a logical shift of responsibilities. The booking function of the 
Bridges role could be shifted to the Campus Events Programing Coor-
dinator. 

 As a Student Union we should ensure all events happening with-
in our space are welcoming and inclusive, it should not be the man-
date of one service to ensure this. By instating the same
 guidelines that the space currently holds under the supervision of 
AvTek, we can ensure that Bridges continues to be a space that cele-
brates diversity on campus regardless where the role is housed.  Other 
aspects of the Bridges Coordinator role, such as collaboration with 
Hospitality Services on menu items, would be done by the 
Director or Assistant Director of Diversity Services.

Recommendation: Remove the Bridges Coordinator position.

Recommendation: Management of the bridges event space be shifted 
to AvTek and Campus Events.
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Advocacy Efforts

 Few	respondents	filled	out	this	optional	question	on	the	survey,	
but the suggestions from respondents who did were very informative. 
Overall students wanted to see more intersectional advocacy efforts 
and	inclusion	of	the	LGBTQ+	community.	One	respondent	suggested
tha Diversity Services advocate for professors to receive AOP train-
ing.

Suggestion: Diversity Services focuses on more intersectional advo-
cacy efforts.

Indigenous Liaison
 
 The role of the Indigenous Liaison in the past was to ensure 
representation, however, there have been growing concerns shared 
by the current Diversity Services team that the role may tokenize in-
digenous folks. Unfortunately we have not been able to get in contact 
with representatives from these groups. The committee suggest 
continued collaboration with Indigenous advocacy groups on campus 
to ensure that Indigenous students are included and advocated for 
through Diversity Services.

Recommendation: Work with the McMaster Indigenous Student 
Community Alliance (MISCA) and Co-operative of Indigenous Studies 
Students and Alumni (CISSA) to ensure that Indigenous students are 
being represented within Diversity Services.

Advocacy



 Through conversation with the Part-Time Manager of 
Diversity Services, the Services Committee decided it was important 
to research the need for race-based peer support. The MSU provides 
a breadth of identity-based peer support options, but the committee 
felt	that	support	specific	to	racialized	folks	was	missing.	An	external
survey was conducted to gauge the interest of MSU members. 

Survey Data
 
 39 students participated in the external survey. 25 participants 
or	64%	self-identified	as	being	part	of	a	marginalized	group.	The	
majority of respondents were in third year or higher, and had attend-
ed at least one event held by Diversity Services. The sample size is 
quite small. Of this sample, 49% of respondents cited that they would 
utilize race-based peer support if it were available, while 28% would 
not, and 23% were unsure.

 

 
 
	 General	survey	comments	indicated	there	was	a demand for 
more intersectional programming and support. Certain aspects of 
demand could be met through providing more intersectional support 
groups,	such	as	the	Black	and	Gendered	group	created	through	col-
laboration	between	Diversity	Services	and	Women	Gender	Equity	Net-
work. Hiring Diversity Services Peer Support Volunteers would allow 
the service to collaborate with services or clubs to facilitate more of 
these initiatives.
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 Model Suggestions
 
 The committee suggests piloting race-based peer support in 
2019 through Diversity Services. Due to the small sample size of the 
survey, we suggest a pilot to gauge interest race-based peer support 
to ensure there is a wide spread need and utilization before commit-
ting to infrastructure changes.

 The services committee suggests constructing a model similar 
to	other	peer	support	services	that	already	exist	(Maccess,	WGEN,	
and PCC). These sessions could run similar to the existing drop-in peer 
supports	operated	by	WGEN,	Maccess,	and	PCC.	We	would	suggest	
support is run after hours in the SHEC space, with one-on-one 
appointment available on request via email. Using the SHEC space 
would allow for a low-investment pilot project. The Diversity space in 
Bridges is too isolated and small to allow for drop-in race-based peer 
support. 

Recommendation: Diversity Services should pilot race-based peer 
support.

Suggestion: Utilize the SHEC space after hours to facilitate Race-
Based Peer Support or in the current Diversity Services office. Extend 
hours as demand deems fit.

Suggestion: Encourage collaboration between Diversity Services and 
other identity-based groups to provide intersectional peer support.

Race-Based Peer 
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AOP Overview

 In addition to their regular roles, the Director and Assistant 
Director run Anti-Oppressive Practices (AOP) training for other 
services, Welcome Week Rep teams, and other groups around 
campus. For an AOP session to be as effective as possible, the con-
tent needs to be tailored to the group and the situations they may 
face. After consultation with the director, the time spent preparing 
and delivering training takes up a large portion of weekly hours from 
the months of July to October. Over 11 MSU services currently under-
go AOP training.

	 The	Equity	and	Inclusion	Office	also	provides	AOP	training	to	
groups on campus. Their training is run by Khadijeh Rakie, a profes-
sional	educator	for	the	office.	She	facilitated	the	training	for	the	Stu-
dent Representative Assembly this year, and the training was found 
to be very informative and engaging. Diversity Services has been 
collaborating with EIO to create AOP training, and we would suggest 
that partnership continues. 

AOP Facilitator Role

 Due to the high volume of services requesting training, EIO 
would not have the capacity to meet the MSU demand. This is why 
this committee suggests solely delivering AOP internally via an AOP 
Executive. This allows all services the opportunity to receive AOP, 
while still ensuring Diversity Services has the capacity to facilitate the 
other facets of their service.

 The committee suggests that an AOP facilitator role is created. 
This would be a paid position within Diversity Services, overseen by 
the Diversity Services Director. Operating somewhat similarly to the 
Training Resources Research Assistant role, the AOP Facilitator would 
be responsible for creating each unique AOP session and facilitate it. 
As the summer and the beginning of the school year tend to be to 
heaviest on facilitation, the role would be geared toward customiza-
tion	and	facilitation.	As	demand	for	facilitation	decreases	in	late	No-
vember, hours would be reduced and the role would be geared to-
wards researching new concepts to include and more effective ways 
to deliver it. 
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 Overall	it	is	concluded	that	Diversity	Services	is	fulfilling	their	
operating policy, and that a need still exists in the community for this 
service. Moving forward the committee strongly suggest that the 
AOP role with Diversity Services is further expanded by creating an 
AOP executive to focus on internal facilitation. The committee also 
suggests removing the Bridges Coordinator position from Diversity 
Services, and reevaluating the Indigenous Liaison position to ensure 
that	the	position	is	beneficial	to	the	Indigenous	student	community.	
Finally the committee suggests that Diversity Services pilot race-
based peer support.

Suggestions

Remove the Bridges Coordinator position.

 Move the management of the Bridges event space to AvTek   
 and Campus Events.
  
Work with the McMaster Indigenous Student Community Alliance 
(MISCA) and Co-operative of Indigenous Studies Students and 
Alumni (CISSA) to ensure that Indigenous students are being 
represented within Diversity Services.

Diversity Services should focus on more intersectional advocacy ef-
forts.

Diversity Services should pilot race-based peer support.

 Utilize the SHEC space after hours to facilitate Race-Based   
 Peer Support or in the current diversity services office. Extend  
 hours as demand deems fit.

 Encourage collaboration between Diversity Services and other  
 identity-based groups to provide intersectional peer support.

Create a Anti-Oppressive Practices Facilitator role within Diversity 
Services to create and facilitate internal AOP training.
  
 or Make the Research and Resources executive role a paid
  position that includes AOP training creation and facilitation.

 or Incorporate AOP into the TRRA Role or Hire a AOP TRRA

Conclusion


